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We present a fine-structure entanglement classification under stochastic local operation and classical commu-
nication (SLOCC) for multiqubit pure states. To this end, we employ specific algebraic-geometry tools that are
SLOCC invariants, secant varieties, to show that for n-qubit systems there are d 2n
n+1
e entanglement families;
by using another invariant, `-multilinear ranks, each family can be further split into a finite number of subfam-
ilies. Not only does this method facilitate the classification of multipartite entanglement, but it also turns out
operationally meaningful as it quantifies entanglement as a resource.
I. INTRODUCTION
Classification, intended as the process in which ideas and objects are recognized, differentiated, and understood, is widely
employed in natural sciences [1]. Adhering to mathematics, classification is collecting sets which can be unambiguously defined
by properties that all its members share. As such it becomes a fundamental milestone for characterizing entanglement [2]. As
entangled states are a basis for quantum-enhanced applications (see e.g. [3]), it becomes of key importance to know which of
these states are equivalent in the sense that they are capable of performing the same tasks almost equally well. Finding such
equivalence classes, that will provide an entanglement classification based on a finite number of entanglement families, is a
long-standing open problem in quantum information theory [2].
Having quantum correlations shared by spatially separated parties, the most general local operations that can be implemented,
without deteriorating them, are describable by stochastic local operations and classical communication (SLOCC). Thus, it seems
natural to seek a finite entanglement classification under SLOCC. Two multiqubit states are SLOCC equivalent if one can be
obtained with nonzero probability from the other one using local invertible operations. On the grounds of group theory, SLOCC
equivalence classes are orbits under the action of special linear group SL(2,C)×n on the set of n-qubit states.
SLOCC classification works well for two and three qubits which feature two and six orbits, respectively. However, already
for four (or more) qubits there are infinitely many SLOCC classes [4]. This issue has been solved for four qubits, the case
which attracted most of attention [5–11], and also for n-qubit symmetric states [12, 13]. Although the general case of n-qubit
entanglement has been addressed, its classification suffers from family overlapping [14], a similar flaw discussed in [15], or still
shows infinite number of classes [16]. This necessitates new methods to establish a finite classification.
The framework of algebraic geometry is one promising option [17–19]. Formally, (pure) quantum states are rays in a Hilbert
space. As consequence the space of states is more appropriately described by projective Hilbert space P(Hn). Thus, a natural
way to study entanglement of pure states is with algebraic geometry, which is the “language” of projective spaces. This avenue
has been recently taken by realizing the existence, for four qubit systems, of families, each including an infinite number of
SLOCC classes with common properties [20–22]. It also helped to visualize entanglement families with polytopes [23, 24],
which would be of practical use if a finite classification existed.
In this work, we introduce an entanglement classification of n-qubit pure states under SLOCC that is based on a finite number
of families and subfamilies (i.e. a fine-structure classification). We do this by employing tools of algebraic geometry that are
SLOCC invariants. In particular, the families will be identified using k-secants, while the subfamilies by `-multilinear ranks
(hereafter `-multi-ranks). A k-secant of a variety X ⊂ P(H) is the projective span of k points of X . Geometrically, the k-secant
variety is the zero locus of a set of polynomial equations. On the other hand, `-multi-ranks are collection of integers and the
n-qubit pure states which have `-multi-rank bounded by a given integer sequence make a subvariety of P(H). Furthermore,
each k-secant is a counterpart of the Schmidt rank which is an entanglement measure. This connection makes our classification
operationally meaningful.
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2II. THE MAIN RESULT
Let us consider an n-qubit state
|ψ〉 =
∑
i∈{0,1}n
ci|i〉 . (1)
The space of states |ψ〉 that are fully separable has the structure of a Segre variety [18, 25]. A k-secant of the Segre variety joins
its k points, each of which represents a distinct separable state. Thus, the joint of points corresponds to a quantum superposition,
i.e. an entangled state. Since k-secant varieties are SLOCC invariants, SLOCC classes congregate naturally into entanglement
families. Therefore, the dimension of the higher k-secant, which fills the projective Hilbert space of n qubits, can indicate the
number of entanglement families. On the other hand, `-multi-ranks are
(
n
`
)
-tuples of ranks of matrices which can be obtained
by tensor flattening (or matricization) [26]. In addition, as `-multi-ranks are also SLOCC invariants, the SLOCC classes in each
family gather into subfamilies. For more details see the Appendix.
Now, in order to construct the entanglement classification let us consider the Segre embedding
Σn1 : P
1 ×P1 × · · · ×P1 ↪→ P2n−1 , (2)
where 1 = (1, . . . , 1) and × is the Cartesian product of sets. The union of the secant lines (join of two points, J(pi, pj)) to
the Segre variety Σn1 is again a variety, called the secant variety of Segre. Generally, the k-secant variety σk(Σ
n
1 ) is the Zariski
closure of the union of the secant k-planes to Σn1 [27]. The higher secant varieties in P(C
2⊗n), have the expected dimension
dim σk(Σ
n
1 ) = min{k(n+ 1)− 1, 2n − 1} ,
for every k and n, except σ3(Σ41) which has dimension 13 [28]. Consequently, the k-secant fill the ambient space, when
k = d 2nn+1e. This k indicates the number of entanglement families which grows slowly with the number of qubits.
The proper k-secant (the states that belongs to k-secant but not to k − 1-secant), i.e. the set σk(Σn1 ) \ σk−1(Σn1 ), is the union
of the k-secant hyperplanes Sk ⊂ σk(Σn1 ) represented by
Sk =
k∑
i=1
λipi , (3)
with {λi}ki=1 6= 0 and each pi is a distinct point in Σn1 .
It is worth saying that each secant, with regards to its dimension, could have tangents as its closure (see Appendix) which
discriminate subfamilies with the same `-multili-ranks and provide us exceptional states [19]. Let us now consider the limits of
secants to obtain the tangents. Let (i1, i2, . . . , ik) be a rearrangement of points indices in Eq. (3). The first limit type is when
one point tends to another one, i.e. pi2 → pi1 , and let us call the result as p′i1 . The second limit type can be considered as the
closure of the first limit type so that the third point is approaching to pi1 + ηp
′
i1
. The third limit type can be considered as the
closure of the second limit type so that two points tend to pi1 and pi2 (if J(pi1 , pi2) ∈ Σn1 ) [29]. As we can always redefine Eq.
(3) to have the desired form and new coefficients rather than λj , we can formulate these limits as
T
(1)
k = pi1 + lim→0
λi2

(
pi2()− pi1
)
+
ik∑
j=i3
λjpj , (4)
T
(2)
k = pi1 + µ1p
′
i1 + limη→0
µ2
η2
(
pi3(η)− (pi1 + η p′i1)
)
+
ik∑
j=i4
λjpj , (5)
T
(3)
k = pi1 + pi2 + lim→0
ν1

(
pi3()− pi1
)
+ lim
→0
ν2

(
pi4()− pi2
)
+
ik∑
j=i5
λjpj . (6)
Obviously, these processes can be generalized if we consider all extra limit types which may occur by adding the next points.
This will provide us higher tangential varieties.
As we mentioned before, for four or more qubits, the number of SLOCC classes is infinite, indeed uncountable infinite. To
have a logical classification of an uncountable set, one can group the elements (orbits) with a common property in order to
allocate them into a finite number of families. A good candidate to do that seems a SLOCC invariant. As each family could have
an infinite number of classes, one can repeat the process using another invariant, thus getting subfamilies.
Here, we use k-secant varieties and `-multi-ranks as the SLOCC invariants to indicate entanglement families and subfamilies.
In addition, one can split k-secant families, according to Theorem 4 in the Appendix, by identifying their closure as k-tangent.
Hence, the classification algorithm can be summarized as: i) find families by identifying Σn1 , σ2(Σn1 ), . . . , σk(Σn1 ); ii) split
families to secants and tangents by identifying τ2(Σn1 ), . . . , τk(Σ
n
1 ); and iii) find subfamilies by identifying `-multi-ranks.
3TABLE I. Fine-structure classification of three-qubit entanglement
Σ31 σ2 τ2
| Sep〉 | GHZ3〉 |W3〉
| Bi〉3i=1
III. EXAMPLES
(n = 2). Classification of two-qubit states is fairly trivial, nonetheless it can be instructive for working out the developed con-
cepts. For the Segre surface Σ21 , we shall use homogeneous coordinates associated with the induced basis {|00〉, |01〉, |10〉, |11〉}.
That is to say, a point p ∈ P3 is written in homogenous coordinates [c0 : c1 : c2 : c3] whenever p is the projective class of the two-
qubit state of Eq. (1). Then, the Segre surface Σ21 is the projective variety with points given by affine coordinates [1 : a : b : ab],
where a and b are complex parameters. This expression must be properly understood, in that the limits of a and/or b going to
infinity, must be included. It is easy to see that |Φ±〉 = [1 : 0 : 0 : ±1] and |Ψ±〉 = [0 : 1 : ±1 : 0] (the well-known Bell
states) are elements of σ2(Σ21) which is given by Eq. (3). Considering p2() = [1 : a1 +  : b1 +  : (a1 + )(b1 + )] and using
Eq. (4) to create the closure of the 2-secant, we have the special situation that all points on the tangent lines T (1)2 lie also on
2-secant. It means that all elements of P3 are elements of σ2(Σ21). One can thus conclude that all entangled states of two qubits
are linear combinations of two separable states, which is the same result obtainable by the Schmidt decomposition. Here the two
entanglement families coincide with the two SLOCC classes, namely separable and entangled.
Already from this example we can draw a general conclusion. That is, for n ≥ 2 we have
P{|Bell〉|1-qubit〉⊗(n−2)} ∈ σ2(Σn1 ) , (7)
where P{·} denotes all possible permutations.
(n = 3). For three-qubit the Segre 3-fold Σ31 ⊂ P7 consists of general points [1 : a : b : ab : c : ac : bc : abc] with the
possibility of a and/or b and/or c going to infinity. Moving on to the 2-secant variety, we have generic elements as [λ1 + λ2 :
λ1a1 + λ2a2 : λ1b1 + λ2b2 : λ1a1b1 + λ2a2b2 : λ1c1 + λ2c2 : λ1a1c1 + λ2a2c2 : λ1b1c1 + λ2b2c2 : λ1a1b1c1 + λ2a2b2c2].
One can check that |GHZ3〉 = [1 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 1] is an element of σ2(Σ31). We also need to consider situations in
which one or more parameters tend to infinity. As an example let us take a1 = b1 =
√
λ2 → ∞ with c1 = c2, which gives the
biseparable state |BA−BC〉 = [1 : a : b : c : d : ad : bd : cd]. Hence, the state |GHZ3〉 with 1-multi-rank equal to (222) and all
three biseparable states |Bi〉3i=1 with the same form as Eq. (7) and 1-multi-rank equal to (122), (212), and (221), are elements
of σ2(Σ31). However, the tangent points defined in (4) cannot be expressed as elements of σ2(Σ
3
1), which spans all P
7 only if
the tangential variety is included as its closure. If we consider the tangent to p1 = [1 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0] (equivalent to all
points on Σ31 by a SLOCC), we have T
(1)
2 = [1 : λ : λ : 0 : λ : 0 : 0 : 0] ∈ τ2(Σ31) (e.g. |W3〉 = limλ→∞ T (1)2 with 1-multi-rank
equal to (222)). We saw that 1-multi-rank equal to (222) can be discriminated by secant/tangent classification. In summary, this
classification provides us two secant families (three secant/tangent families), and six subfamilies (Table I, see also [30, Example
14.4.5]) that coincide with the six SLOCC classes of [4].
Also from this example we can extrapolate general results. That is, for n ≥ r ≥ 3 we have
|GHZn〉 = |0〉⊗n + |1〉⊗n ∈ σ2(Σn1 ) ,
P{|GHZr〉|1-qubit〉⊗(n−r)} ∈ σ2(Σn1 ) ,
|Wn〉 = |D1n〉 ∈ τ2(Σn1 ) ,
P{|Wr〉|1-qubit〉⊗(n−r)} ∈ τ2(Σn1 ) , (8)
where
|Dln〉 =
(
n
l
)−(1/2)∑
i
Pi{|0〉⊗(n−l) ⊗ |1〉⊗l} ,
are the so called Dicke states (with l excitations).
(n = 4). Due to the Remark 3 and Corollary 5 in the Appendix and classification of two- and three-qubit states we have: 1)
all triseparable states |Ti〉6i=1 from Eq. (7) are elements of σ2(Σ41), 2) all biseparable states |BGHZ3i 〉4i=1 and |BW3i 〉4i=1 from Eq.
(8) are respectively elements of σ2(Σ41) and τ2(Σ
4
1), and 3) the states |GHZ4〉 and |W4〉 are elements of σ2(Σ41) and τ2(Σ41),
respectively. The rest of subfamilies of four-qubit states can be identified by considering the elements of 3- and 4-secant and
their closures. The proper 3-secant, i.e. the set σ3(Σ41) \ σ2(Σ41), is the union of the secant hyperplanes S3 represented by Eq.
4TABLE II. Fine-structure classification of four-qubit entanglement
Σ41 σ2 τ2 σ3 τ3 σ4
|Sep〉 |GHZ4〉 |W4〉 |(333)〉 |(333)′〉 |(444)〉
|BGHZ3i 〉4i=1 |BW3i 〉4i=1 |(332)〉 |(332)′〉 |(443)〉
|Ti〉6i=1 |(323)〉 |(323)′〉 |(434)〉
|(233)〉 |(233)′〉 |(344)〉
|(442)〉
|(424)〉
|(244)〉
|BBi〉3i=1
FIG. 1. (color online). Petal-like classification of SLOCC orbits of four-qubit states. Dashed gray lines in the core show that each |BBi〉
encompasses two triseparable subfamilies, while each |BW3i 〉 encompasses three triseparable subfamilies. The convex hull of |W4〉 (dashed
green curve) indicates that this family does not encompass biseparable states |BGHZ3i 〉, while both encompass the core. (See the Hasse diagram
in the Appendix)
(3). For instance, α|0000〉 + β|0011〉 + γ|1111〉, which comes from joining |GHZ4〉 and an element of Σ41 , is an element of
σ3(Σ
4
1). To construct the closure of σ3, we consider different limit types as in Eqs. (4-6) at p1 = [1 : 0 : · · · : 0], equivalent to
the generic case. Then, |W4〉 + |1111〉 and |W4〉 + |0011〉 belong to the first limit type, i.e. Eq. (4) while |D24〉 is an element
of second limit type, i.e. Eq. (5). For the third limit type (Eq. (6)), one can take p1 = [0 : 1 : 0 : · · · : 0] as second point,
where λ1p1 + λ2p2 ∈ Σ41 and hence |W4〉+ α|0011〉+ β|0101〉+ γ|1001〉 can be considered as a representative example. We
denote the union of these points as the tangential variety τ3(Σ41). The proper 4-secant, i.e. the set σ4(Σ
4
1)\σ3(Σ41), is the union
of the secant hyperplanes S4 represented by Eq. (3). For instance, |Cl4〉 = 12 (|0000〉 + |0011〉 + |1100〉 − |1111〉), which is
known as cluster state [31], is an element of σ4(Σ41). As another example, all biseparable states |BBi〉3i=1 = |Bell〉|Bell〉 which
are tensor product of two Bell states are also elements of σ4(Σ41). Since the highest tensor rank for a four-qubit state is 4 [32]
we do not need to construct 4-tangent. To have an exhaustive classification, we have written each subfamilies of 3- and 4-secant
families in terms of their 2-multi-ranks in Table II (more details are in the Appendix). An important observation is that, all
elements in σ3(Σ41) are genuinely entangled. This can be useful for characterizing genuine multilevel entanglement when we
look at four qubits as two ququarts [33]. Briefly, this classification provide us four secant families (six secant/tangent families),
and 35 subfamilies (Table II). The petal-like classification of SLOCC orbits is presented in Fig. 1.
5(n ≥ 4). We can draw the following conclusions for n ≥ 4
|Mrn〉 :=|GHZn〉+ P{|0〉⊗r|1〉⊗(n−r)} ∈ σ3(Σn1 ) ,
|0〉i|GHZn−1〉+ |1〉iP{|1〉⊗s|0〉⊗(n−s−1)} ∈ σ3(Σn1 ) ,
|Ntn〉 :=|Wn〉+ P{|1〉⊗t|0〉⊗(n−t)} ∈ τ3(Σn1 ) ,
|0〉i|Wn−1〉+ |1〉iP{|1〉⊗(t−1)|0〉⊗(n−t)} ∈ τ3(Σn1 ) ,
|Grn〉 :=P{α|0〉⊗n + β|0〉⊗r|1〉⊗(n−r) + γ|1〉⊗r|0〉⊗(n−r) + δ|1〉⊗n} ∈ σ4(Σn1 ) , (9)
where 2 ≤ r ≤ bn2 c+ 1, 1 ≤ s ≤ n− 2, 2 ≤ t ≤ n, and i = 1, . . . , n. It is worth noting that the state |Grn〉 is a generalization
of bipartite state α|00〉 + β|01〉 + γ|10〉 + δ|11〉 and its minor, which coincides with the definition of concurrence [34], is
2|αδ − βγ|. Therefore, if αδ 6= βγ the state |Grn〉 is genuinely entangled, otherwise it is biseparable (a tensor product of two r-
and (n− r)-partite entangled states).
Proposition 1. For n ≥ 4 qubits, there is no symmetric entangled state in the higher secant variety.
The superposition of n-qubit Dicke states with all possible excitations
|ψSymn 〉 =
n∑
l=0
dl|Dln〉 , (10)
is the most general symmetric entangled state. The symmetric multipartite separable states with identical parties has the structure
of Veronese variety (Vnd−1) and its k-secant varieties are SLOCC families [17, 19, 21]. The higher k-secant variety fills the
ambient space of rational normal curve (Vn1 ), i.e. the space of symmetric multiqubit pure states, for k = dn+12 e. Therefore,
we can see that there is no symmetric entangled state in the higher secant variety of Segre embedding. Moreover, we will show
that each Dicke state with 1 ≤ l ≤ bn2 c (the same for the spin-flipped version, i.e. |Dn−ln 〉) is in a k-secant family of Veronese
embedding, and hence, Segre embedding for 2 ≤ k ≤ bn2 c + 1, respectively. Thus, this method can be useful to classify
entanglement of symmetric states and the corresponding number of families grows slower than Ref. [12].
Consider the following n-qubit separable state
|S(ε)〉 = (|0〉+ ε|1〉)⊗n =
n∑
l=0
εl|Dln〉 .
Thanks to the definition of tangent star and Eqs. (15) and (16) in the Appendix, we can write
lim
ε→0
1
εm+1
(
|S(ε)〉 −
m∑
i=0
εi|Din〉
)
= |Dm+1n 〉 ∈ τm+2(Σn1 ) , (11)
where 0 ≤ m ≤ bn2 c − 1. Furthermore, bn2 c-multi-ranks of the Dicke states with 1 ≤ l ≤ bn2 c (and similarly |Dn−ln 〉) are
l + 1 = k (`-multi-ranks with ` < bn2 c have the same value or maximum rank). We guess that this is a general behavior which
holds true for symmetric multiqudit systems as well. In a similar way, one can check that the states |Nrn〉 are on the limiting lines
of the states |Mrn〉 in Eq. (9), and therefore, are exceptional states.
Consider now |ψSym4 〉 from Eq. (10) which belongs to τ3(Σ41). Not only can this state be obtained asymptotically from a
general state in σ3(Σ41), but also it can approximately produce lower tangent elements, like |W4〉. This result has potential
application in quantum technology and it is worth remarking.
Remark 2. States living in the higher secant/tangent can asymptotically produce all states in lower tangents by means of
controlled operations.
IV. CONCLUSION
We presented a fine-structure entanglement classification that can be interpreted as Mendeleev table, where the structure of
an element can be used as a core structure of another. As a matter of fact, for n-qubit classification we are fixing the elements in
k-secants families (see Eqs. (7-9)), and indeed, one can always use n-qubit classification as a partial classification of (n + 1)-
qubit case. Then, we just need to find the elements of new k-secants for the classification of (n + 1)-qubit states. As we have
already illustrated in our examples, new k-secants’ elements can be identified by joining points of previous k-secant families,
and considering all tangential varieties (see also the Appendix). More interesting is that joining randomly chosen elements from
6both σi and σj would land in σi+j \ σi+j−1, with probability one [26]. Therefore, one can always create a general element in a
desired secant family. In addition, all the genuine entangled states in higher secants and tangents can be respectively considered
as the generalizations of GHZ and W states in 2-secant and 2-tangent (one can also see a footprint of GHZ and W states in the
higher secants and tangents from Eq. (9)).
To clearly show the potentialities of our approach we have elaborated the classification for n = 5 qubits in the Appendix. We
believe the method can be extended to find a classification of multipartite entanglement for higher dimensional systems as we
have already provided a conjecture for the classification of symmetric multiqudit states.
Furthermore, the tools we proposed for entanglement characterization (tensor rank and tensor border rank) can also be useful
as complexity measures, since they share analogies with the tree size method presented in Refs. [35, 36]. Indeed, the notion of
tree size can be understood as the length of the shortest braket representation of a state, which in turn is the tensor rank.
We finally remark that our entanglement classification not only stems on mathematical properties but also on physical moti-
vations, and it has potential applications on entangling power following [37] and quantum algorithms following [38]. Relations
of the taken algebraic geometry approach with matrix product states [39, 40] and tensor networks [26] could be also envisaged.
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8APPENDIX
This Appendix is composed of three sections. The first section is devoted to supply algebraic-geometry tools which are
invariant under stochastic local operation and classical communication (SLOCC). We write them in a general format, i.e. for the
generic multipartite systems, unless it is specified with multiqubit. In section 2, we provide a theorem about 2-multilinear ranks
for four-qubit systems and a Hasse diagram which helps in understanding the figure of petal-like classification of SLOCC orbits
of four-qubit states in the main text. Finally, in section 3, to show the effectiveness of our classification method, we provide
an entanglement classification of five-qubit systems in terms of the families and subfamilies where one can easily discover the
classifications of two-, three-, and four-qubit entanglement as the core structures, and hence, the interpretation of Mendeleev
table.
1. Algebraic-geometry tools and SLOCC invariants
Although it is customary to look at an n-partite quantum state |ψ〉 as a vector, such a vector results from the vectorization
of an order-n tensor in Hn = ⊗ni=1Cdi . In multilinear algebra, this vectorization is a kind of tensor reshaping. Here, we shall
use a tensor reshaping known as tensor flattening (or matricization) [1]. It consists in partitioning the n-fold tensor product
space (here, Hn) to 2-fold tensor product spaces with higher dimensions. With respect to the partitioning we define an ordered
`-tuples I = (i1, i2, . . . , i`), with 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < i` ≤ n− 1 and an ordered (n− `)-tuples related to complementary partition
I¯ such that I ∪ I¯ = (1, 2, . . . , n). Therefore, Hn ' HI ⊗ HI¯ where HI = ⊗i`α=i1Cdα and HI¯ is the complementary space.
Using physics notation one can write matricization of |ψ〉 as MI [ψ]|ϕ∗〉 = 〈ϕ|ψ〉, where 〈ϕ| (resp. |ϕ∗〉) is the dual (resp.
complex conjugate) of the subsytem state |ϕ〉 related to the partition I¯ . Clearly, we shall consider all ordered `-tuples I to avoid
overlapping of entanglement families [2]. Hence, for a given |ψ〉 we have as many matrix representationsMI [ψ] as the number
of possible `-tuples, which is
(
n
`
)
. In this way we can define `-multilinear rank (hereafter `-multi-rank) [1] of |ψ〉 as a (n`)-tuples
of ranks ofMI [ψ]. Obviously, the 0-multi-rank is just a number, namely 1, as well as the n-multi-rank. Interestingly, we can
see that the rank of MI [ψ] is the same as the rank of the density matrix obtained after tracing over the parties identified by
the (n − `)-tuples I¯ , i.e. %I = TrI¯ (|ψ〉〈ψ|) = MI [ψ]M†I [ψ]. The most important thing is that SLOCC equivalent states,
i.e. |ψ˜〉 = (⊗ni=1Ai) |ψ〉, where |ψ〉 ∈ Hn and Ai ∈ SL(di,C), yield MI [ψ˜] = (⊗i∈IAi)MI [ψ] (⊗i∈I¯Ai)T. Therefore,
`-multi-rank is an invariant under SLOCC.
Remark 3. A state is genuinely entangled iff all `-multi-ranks are greater than one.
For the case that each party has the same dimension, it is enough to check `-multi-rank for partition I with 1 ≤ ` ≤ bn2 c,
because for complementary partition I¯ the matricesMI¯ [ψ] are just the transpose ofMI [ψ] and transposition does not alter the
rank of the matrix. For the qubit case, the order of such matrices can be from 2× 2n−1 to 2bn2 c × 2dn2 e and the number of these
matrices is the same as the number of possible `-tuples which ranges from
(
n
1
)
to (1/2)n+1 mod 2
(
n
bn2 c
)
.
Since `-multi-ranks only depend on the state vector and, furthermore, because statements about rank can be rephrased as
statements about minors which are determinants, it follows that a given `-multi-rank configuration determines a determinantal
variety in projective Hilbert space P(Hn). Indeed, these determinantal varieties are subvarieties of secant varieties of the
projective variety of fully separable states. For a multipartite quantum state, the space of fully separable states can be defined as
the Segre variety [3, 4]. The Segre embedding is
Σnd-1 : P
d1−1 ×Pd2−1 × · · · ×Pdn−1 ↪→ PD , (12)
where d-1 = (d1 − 1, . . . , dn − 1), D = (Πni=1di) − 1, and × is the Cartesian product of sets. One can easily check that Σ is
the projective variety of fully separable states. Indeed, if all partial traces give pure states, the corresponding ranks are all one.
Conversely, if all `-multi-ranks are one, the state is fully separable.
Let projective varieties X and Y be subvarieties of a projective variety. The join of X and Y is given by the algebraic closure,
for the Zariski topology, of the lines from one to the other,
J(X ,Y) =
⋃
x∈X ,y∈Y,x 6=y
P1xy , (13)
where P1xy is the projective line that includes both x and y. Suppose now Y ⊂ X and let tangent star T ?X ,Y,y0 denotes the union
of P1? = limx,y→y0 P
1
xy with y0 ∈ Y . The variety of relative tangent star is defined as follows
T (X ,Y) =
⋃
y∈Y
T ?X ,Y,y . (14)
9If X = Y , the join is called the secant variety of X , i.e. σ(X ) = J(X ,X ), and we denote the tangential variety as τ(X ) =
T (X ,X ). In addition, the iterated join of k copies of X is called the k-secant variety of X . Hence, the secant varieties that we
have mentioned above are given by the algebraic closure of the join of the Segre variety and the immediately previous secant
variety,
σk(Σ) = J (σk−1(Σ),Σ) . (15)
Notice that the first secant variety of Segre variety coincides with the Segre variety itself, i.e. σ1(Σ) = Σ. This means that a
generic point of the k-secant is the superposition of k fully separable states, whence we say that the generic tensor rank is k.
We can also generalize the definition of tangent line to a curve by introducing its osculating planes [5]. Hence, one can define
varieties of different types of limiting curves inside the k-secant variety. In order to simplify the calculations, let xt be a smooth
curve in Σ. Then, to get higher order information, we can take higher order derivatives and calculate the higher dimensional
tangential varieties as follows
τk(Σ) = {x0 + x′0 + · · ·+ x(k−1)0 |xt ⊂ Σ is a smooth curve} . (16)
Obviously τk(Σ) ⊂ σk(Σ) and T (τk−1(Σ),Σ) ⊂ τk(Σ), the last inclusion is even an equality.
To obtain the dimension of the secants and tangents, one can utilize the following theorem [6].
Theorem 4. LetX ⊂ PD be an irreducible nondegenerate (i.e. not contained in a hyperplane) n-dimensional projective variety.
For an arbitrary nonempty irreducible m-dimensional variety Y ⊂ X it is either dim J(X ,Y) = m+n+ 1 > dim T (X ,Y) =
m+ n, or J(X ,Y) = T (X ,Y).
Moreover, since the algebraic closure of `-multi-rank is known to be the subspace variety [1], as mentioned in the main text,
we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5. `-multi-ranks of a given tensor in the k-secant are at most k.
If the points of variety X remains invariant under the action of a group G then so is any its auxiliary variety which is built
from points of X . It means that the k-secant variety of Segre variety is invariant under the action of projective linear group and
therefore is a SLOCC invariant. That is why the Schmidt rank, which indeed is tensor rank, is a SLOCC invariant. On the other
hand, since tangent lines can be seen as the limits of the secant lines there exist asymptotic SLOCC equivalence between two
different SLOCC classes and hence, we can find exceptional states as defined in [7].
In order to distinguish the elements of higher secants with the same `-multi-ranks, one can think about m copies of projective
Hilbert space and utilize m-th Veronese embedding, i.e.
VmD : P(Hn)→ P(Symm[Hn]) , (17)
where Symm[Hn] is the m-th symmetric power of Hilbert space Hn (Symm[Hn] ∼ Sym[H⊗mn ]). According to this embedding
one can use minors of catalecticant matrices [8], to find the elements of higher secants. Although, in principle, the minors of
catalecticant matrices from Eq. (17) provide us the invariant homogeneous polynomials, one can devise more effective method.
One of this, similar to the spirit of Ref. [9], could be based on projective invariants via an interpolation of representation theory
[10]. As we know, minors of catalecticant matrices are determinantal varieties and are invariant under the action of group
G = SL(d1,C) × · · · × SL(dn,C). Here, we should similarly provide homogeneous polynomials of degree m which are
invariant under the action of group G. Given complex vector spaces V1 ≡ Cd1 , . . . , Vn ≡ Cdn , the group G acts over the tensor
spaceHn = ⊗ni=1Vi, and hence, on the polynomial ring
S =
∑
m≥0
Symm [Hn] , (18)
whereH⊗mn ∼=
(
V ⊗m1
)⊗ · · · ⊗ (V ⊗mn ). Since G is a reductive group, every summand of degree m of S in Eq. (18) decomposes
as the sum of irreducible representations of G, which have the form ⊗ni=1SλiVi for certain Young diagrams λ1, . . . , λn, each
representation occurring with a multiplicity mλ1···λn . When each λi has a rectangular shape, with exactly dimVi = di rows, all
of the same length, we get that dim⊗ni=1SλiVi = 1 and a generator of this space is known to be an invariant of degree m, and
indeed, all invariants occur in this way. In addition, these one dimensional subspaces fill altogether the invariant subring SG of
S, consisting of all invariant polynomials. It is known that such invariant ring is finitely generated and in principle its generators
and relations can be computed [11]. Note that the ideal of any G-invariant subvariety of the projective space P(Hn), like the
secant varieties, is generated by the generators of a finite number of summands of the form ⊗ni=1SλiVi. These subspaces are
generally known as covariants, so that an invariant is a covariant of dimension one, generated by a singleG-invariant polynomial.
A special case is given by the codimension one G-invariant subvarieties of the projective space P(Hn). Their ideal is principal
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and it is generated by a single invariant polynomial. Since the equations of any k-secant variety can be found among the G-
covariants, which are invariant sets of polynomials, we give an explicit definition of a covariant and basic tools for constructing
a complete set of covariants.
An n-partite state
|ψ〉 =
n∑
α=1
dα−1∑
iα=0
ci1···in |i1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |in〉 , (19)
can be interpreted as an n-linear form
f(x1, . . . ,xn) =
n∑
α=1
dα−1∑
iα=0
ci1···inx
1
i1 · · ·xnin . (20)
A covariant of f is a multi-homogeneous G-invariant polynomial in the coefficients ci1···in and the variables x
α = {xαiα}nα=1.
To construct covariants, we move on from Gour and Wallach [12] who write all possible SL invariant polynomials for the action
of G over Hn, following Schur-Weyl duality. Let Pd,m denote the orthogonal projection of ⊗mCd onto (⊗mCd)SL(d,C). Then,
P (v) = (Pd1,m⊗· · ·⊗Pdn,m(vT ))T , where T stands for the intertwining map defined in [12], is the orthogonal projection from
⊗mHn to (⊗mHn)G. In order to compute Pd,m, first observe that it is zero if m/d /∈ Z, while if m = dr denote by χd,r the
character of Sm corresponding to the partition m = r + · · ·+ r, and we get up to scalar multiples
Pd,m =
dd,r
m!
∑
pi∈Sm
χd,r(pi)pi , (21)
where dd,r is the dimension of the irreducible representation corresponding to the partition m = r+ · · ·+r that can be calculated
by the hook-length formula. This construction can be generalized to write all covariants of the above action, an invariant being
a covariant of dimension 1 as mentioned before. Every covariant of degree m corresponds to ⊗ni=1SλiVi for certain partitions
λi of m. Denoted by χλi the character of Sm corresponding to the partition λi, we get again that up to scalar multiples
Pλi =
dλi
m!
∑
pi∈Sm
χλi(pi)pi , (22)
is the orthogonal projection from ⊗mVi to the isotypical summand containing SλiVi, so that the orthogonal projection from
⊗mHn to ⊗ni=1SλiVi is P (v) = (Pλ1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Pλn(vT ))T . The drawback of this construction is the difficulty to check in
advance which Pλi appear in a covariant of degree m, that is when ⊗ni=1SλiVi comes from the subspace Symm[Hn] ⊂ ⊗mHn,
this problem is known as plethysm. For example, the partition 4 = 2 + 1 + 1 gives the projection in (22)
v1 ⊗ v2 ⊗ v3 ⊗ v4 7→ 1
8
(
3 v1 ⊗ v2 ⊗ v3 ⊗ v4 −
∑
pi∈(12)
vpi(1) ⊗ vpi(2) ⊗ vpi(3) ⊗ vpi(4) +
∑
pi∈(1234)
vpi(1) ⊗ vpi(2) ⊗ vpi(3) ⊗ vpi(4)
−
∑
pi∈(12)(34)
vpi(1) ⊗ vpi(2) ⊗ vpi(3) ⊗ vpi(4)
)
,
where (12) is the conjugacy class containing the 6 simple swaps and so on for the other conjugacy classes.
For the “symmetric” systems, there is also another well-known process in mathematics literature to construct the complete
set of covariants. In order to interpolate physics and mathematics literatures, for a symmetric multiqubit system, the set of
covariants is actually the set of joint covariants of binary forms and similarly for a symmetric multiqudit system, the set of
covariants is the set of joint covariants of d-ary forms. A general method for constructing a complete set of covariants is known
as transvectants which are based on Cayley’s omega process and are basic tools for this aim [13]. Here, we give the procedure
of creating transvectants for symmetric multiqudit systems (dα = d for all α in Eq. (20)). Let functions f1, . . . , fd are forms in
variable x = (x1, . . . , xd), and tensor product notation f1⊗· · ·⊗fd denotes the d-fold join product f1(y1) · · · fd(yd) (note that
yγ = (yγ,1, . . . , yγ,d), γ = 1, . . . , d). The d-dimensional Cayley omega process is the d-th order partial differential operator
Ωx =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂
∂y1,1
· · · ∂∂yd,1
...
. . .
...
∂
∂y1,d
· · · ∂∂yd,d
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (23)
The r-th transvectant of functions f1, . . . , fd is
(f1, . . . , fd)
(r)
= tr Ωrx(f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fd) , (24)
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FIG. 2. Hasse diagram of the central SLOCC classification of four-qubit states and their corresponding 2-multi-ranks.
where tr sets all variables equal, i.e. y1 = · · · = yd = x. For instance, the first and second transvectant are known as Jacobian
determinant and polarized form of Hessian. Now, if functions f1, . . . , fd are n-tupls forms in n independent d-ary variables
x1, . . . ,xn, one can define a multiple transvectant for any ~ = (j1, . . . , jn) ∈ Nn as follows
(f1, . . . , fd)
(~)
= tr
n∏
i=1
Ωjixi(f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fd) . (25)
By building iterative tansvectants in the multigraded setting and starting with the covariant of degree 1, i.e. Eq (20), one can
provide a complete system of covariants for multiqudit systems. For instance, in Ref. [14] the complete set of covariants has
been found for four-qubit systems with this method.
2. Much ado about 2-multi-ranks for four-qubit systems
Carlini and Kleppe have classified all possible 1-multi-ranks for any number of qudits [15]. The case of 2-multi-ranks is more
subtle. The partial result of 2-multi-ranks of four-qubit states which is related to the Fig. 1 in the main text can be seen in Hasse
dagram in Fig. 2 above. A partial classification was given classically in [16], where it was forgotten the case (442) and its
permutations. The full classification is achieved by the following
Theorem 6. (i) For any four-qubit system, the maximum among the three 2-multi-ranks is attained at least twice.
(ii) The constraint in (i) is the only constraint for triples of 2-multi-ranks of four-qubit systems, with the only exception of the
triple (133), which cannot be achieved.
Proof. If the minimum of the three 2-multi-ranks is≥ 3 the result follows from the fact that the three 4×4 determinants of the
three flattenings sum to zero, as proved one century ago by Segre [16]. Then, we assume that the minimum is ≤ 2, attained by
Mxy and we have three distinct cases as follows up to SLOCC (reffering to the Eq. (20), here, multi-homogeneous coordinates
for the four-qubit system are xiyjzktl for i, j, k, l = {0, 1}).
1. (secant)
f = x0y0(
∑
aijzitj) + x1y1(
∑
bijzitj) .
Here, the 2-flattenings are 4× 4 matrices with the block form
Mxz =
(
A 0
0 B
)
, Mxt =
(
AT 0
0 BT
)
,
which have the same rank. If this rank is one then A = 0 or B = 0 and f is a decomposable tensor.
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2. (tangent)
f = x0y0(
∑
aijzitj) + (x0y1 + x1y0)(
∑
bijzitj) .
The 2-flattenings have the block form
Mxz =
(
A B
B 0
)
, Mxt =
(
AT BT
BT 0
)
,
which have again the same rank. If this rank is one then B = 0 and f is a decomposable tensor.
3. (isotropic)
f = x0y0(
∑
aijzitj) + x0y1(
∑
bijzitj) .
HereMxy has rank 1 iff a and b are proportional. The 2-flattenings have the block form
Mxz =
(
A B
0 0
)
, Mxt =
(
AT BT
0 0
)
,
which have both rank≤ 2. If they have both rank one then A and B are proportional, moreover rk(A) = rk(B) = 1. This
concludes the proof of (i). (ii) follows by exhibiting a representative for each case, as in Table II of the main text. The not
existence of case (133) follows since when one 2-multirank is 1 then we may assume f = (
∑
aijxiyj)(
∑
bijzitj) and
depending on the pair (rk(A), rk(B)) = (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2) we have correspondingly the triples (111), (122), (144), so
that (133) is not achieved.
3. Five-qubit entanglement classification
For five-qubit states, due to the Remark 3, Corollary 5, and classification of two-, three-, and four-qubit states we have: 1) all
quadriseparable states |Qi〉10i=1 from Eq. (7) are elements of σ2(Σ51), 2) all triseparable states |TGHZ3i 〉10i=1 and |TW3i 〉10i=1 from
Eq. (8) are respectively elements of σ2(Σ51) and τ2(Σ
5
1), and 3) all biseparable states |BGHZ4i 〉5i=1 and |BW4i 〉5i=1 from Eq. (8)
are respectively elements of σ2(Σ51) and τ2(Σ
5
1). Considering Eq. (8), we can also find that the states |GHZ5〉 and |W5〉 are
elements of σ2(Σ51) and τ2(Σ
5
1), respectively. In a similar way to Eq. (9), all biseparable states of the form |σ3(Σ41)〉|1-qubit〉
and |τ3(Σ41)〉|1-qubit〉 are elements of σ3(Σ51) and τ3(Σ51), respectively. Note that the number of distinct subfamilies that these
biseparable states create in each σ3(Σ51) and τ3(Σ
5
1), according to the permutations of 1-qubit state, is respectively four times
the number of subfamiles in σ3(Σ41) and τ3(Σ
4
1), i.e. 16 subfamilie. Other elements of 3-secant can be written in a sim-
ilar way of Eq. (9) with a 2-multi-rank including at least one 3 and no 4 (see corollary 5). We denote these elements as
|(3 · · · )〉 ∈ σ3(Σ51) and |(3 · · · )′〉 ∈ τ3(Σ51). The rest families of five-qubit states have different 2-multi-ranks including at least
one 4. Considering classification of four-qubit as the core structure of five-qubit classification, all biseparable state of the form
|σ4(Σ41)〉|1-qubit〉 are elements of σ4(Σ51) (40 subfamilies). Here, we have a new type of bipartite states in five-qubit classifica-
tion, i.e. P{|Bell〉|GHZ3〉}, which create 10 subfamilies in σ4(Σ51) (see Table III). Note that one can generate genuine entangled
states from them which would be of the form |G25〉 (∼ |G35〉) in Eq. (9). On the limiting lines of these states, one can find the
biseparable states P{|Bell〉|W3〉} and the genuine entangled versions as the elements of τ4(Σ51). As another example, using
reasoning similar to Eq. (11), we can draw the following results for n ≥ 5
|Wn〉+ |1〉⊗n + P{|0〉⊗r|1〉⊗(n−r)} ∈ τ4(Σn1 ) ,
|D2n〉+ P{|1〉⊗u|0〉⊗(n−u)} ∈ τ4(Σn1 ) , (26)
where 2 ≤ r ≤ bn2 c+ 1 and 3 ≤ u ≤ n− 1.
It is worth noting that since in 5-qubit case (C2
⊗5
) we just have flattenings of sizes 2× 16 and 4× 8 with maximum ranks of
2 and 4, respectively, they do not provide nontrivial equations to find the elements of 5-secant. Hence, with the method of Sec.
(I) one can find, as in [9], homogeneous polynomials of degree 6 and 16 where the rank of the Jacobian of these two equations
gives the desired information (if the point is not singular for the 5-secant then it cannot stay in the 4-secant, i.e. it is an element
of the proper 5-secant family).
To have an exhaustive classification, we denote the other elements of 4-, 5-, and 6-secant as |(4 · · · )i∈{4,5,6}〉 ∈ σi(Σ51) and
|(4 · · · )′i∈{4,5,6}〉 ∈ τi(Σ51) (see Tables III and IV). It is worth noting that in the classification of five-qubit states all the elements
in 5- and 6-secant families are genuinely entangled.
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TABLE III. Fine-structure classification of five-qubit entanglement (up to 4-secant)
Σ51 σ2 τ2 σ3 τ3 σ4 τ4
|Sep〉 |GHZ5〉 |W5〉 |(3333333333)〉 |(3333333333)′〉 |(4444444444)4〉 |(4444444444)′4〉
|BGHZ4i 〉5i=1 |BW4i 〉5i=1
...
...
...
...
|TGHZ3i 〉10i=1 |TW3i 〉10i=1 |(3 · · · )〉 |(3 · · · )′〉 |(4 · · · )4〉 |(4 · · · )′4〉
|Qi〉10i=1 Pi{|σ3(Σ41 )〉|1-qubit〉}16i=1 Pi{|τ3(Σ41 )〉|1-qubit〉}16i=1 Pi{|Bell〉|GHZ3〉}10i=1 Pi{|Bell〉|W3〉}10i=1
Pi{|σ4(Σ41 )〉|1-qubit〉}40i=1
TABLE IV. Fine-structure classification of five-qubit entanglement (5- and 6-secant)
σ5 τ5 σ6 τ6
|(4444444444)5〉 |(4444444444)′5〉 |(4444444444)6〉 |(4444444444)′6〉
...
...
...
...
|(4 · · · )5〉 |(4 · · · )′5〉 |(4 · · · )6〉 |(4 · · · )′6〉
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